Abstract. The hyperspace 2X of a metric space X is the space of nonempty compact subsets, topologized by the Hausdorff metric. It is shown that 2X is homeomorphic to the separable Hubert space I2 if and only if X is connected, locally connected, separable, topologically complete, and nowhere locally compact. The principal tool in the proof is Torunczyk's mapping characterization of I2.
1. Hyperspace characterization theorems. For a metric space (X, d), the hyperspace 2X is the space of nonempty compact subsets of X, topologized by the Hausdorff metric d(A, B) = inf{e > 0: A C N(B; e) and B C N(A; e)).
The topology induced by d is independent of the particular metric d on X, since it is the same as the Vietoris finite topology on 2x. In the finite topology the basic open sets are those of the form V(GX, . . . , G") = {F E 2X: F n G¡ ¥=0 for each i and F c U"G¡), where Gx, . . ., Gn are open sets in X.
In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions on X for the hyperspace 2X to be homeomorphic to the separable Hubert space I2. This completes the following list of hyperspace characterization theorems for separable, topologically complete metric spaces.
Theorem A (Wojdyslawski [9] , Tasmetov [7] ). 2X is a separable, topologically complete metric AR if and only if X is connected, locally connected, separable, and topologically complete.
Theorem B (Curtis and Schori [3] , [4] ). 2X is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube Q = n*0 [-1,1] if and only if X is nondegenerate, connected, locally connected, and compact.
Theorem C (Curtis [2] ). 2X is homeomorphic to Q\pt « Q X [ 0, oo) if and only if X is noncompact, connected, locally connected, and locally compact.
Theorem D ([2]
). X admits a Peano compactification X such that the hyperspace pair (2X, 2X) is homeomorphic to the pair (Q, s)
ITf (-1, 1)) if and only if X is connected, locally connected, separable, topologically complete, nowhere locally compact and admits a metric with Property S. (A metric d on X has Property S // there exist finite covers of X by connected Theorem E. 2x is homeomorphic to I2 if and only if X is connected, locally connected, separable, topologically complete, and nowhere locally compact.
Since the pseudo-interior s = nî°(-1, 1) of the Hubert cube is homeomorphic to I2 (Anderson [1] ), Theorem D gives sufficient (but not necessary) conditions on X for 2X to be homeomorphic to I2. The following examples illustrate the difference between (D) and (E). Example 1. Let X = (J " s¡, a finite union of copies of s, meeting at a single point. Then X does admit a metric with Property S, and the compactification X = U1 Q¡, a union of n copies of Q meeting at a single point, has the property that (2X, 2X) ?» (Q, s). Thus in particular 2X m s ?» I2. (This result, for n = 1, was first proved by Kroonenberg [6] .) Example 2. Let X = U î° ■*" a countably infinite union of copies of s meeting at a single point 9. We give X the uniform topology at 9 (i.e., if /: X -^ s is a function such that the restrictions to each s¡ are homeomorphisms onto s, then the basic neighborhoods of 9 in X are of the form f~x(U), where U is a neighborhood of f(9) in s). This space satisfies the hypotheses of (E), but it is easy to see that there is no metric with Property S. Thus, while X does have some Peano compactifications, there is no compactification X such that (2X, 2X) « (Q, s). It was shown by an ad hoc argument in [2] 3. Proof of Theorem E-Part I. Suppose 2X « I2. Since I2 is an AR, Theorem A implies that X is connected, locally connected, separable, and topologically complete. If some point p in X has a compact neighborhood, then {/?} has a compact neighborhood in 2X. But this is impossible since I2 is nowhere locally compact. Thus X must also be nowhere locally compact.
Conversely, suppose X satisfies the conditions of Theorem E. Then 2X is a separable, topologically complete metric AR, and it remains to verify the condition (*) of Torunczyk's characterization theorem.
Let a map /: 2f A* -> 2* and an open cover % of 2X he given. For the reader's convenience, we first consider the special case in which each complex K¡ is a point and % is the uniform cover by e-neighborhoods. (The main idea of the more general proof is particularly transparent in this case.) Thus, / is simply a sequence {F¡) in 2X, and we must construct a discrete sequence {G,} such that d(F¡, G,) < e for each i.
Let T be a locally finite (therefore countable) open cover of X with mesh T < e. Since X is nowhere locally compact, we may choose in each element of T an infinite discrete sequence. The union of these sequences over all the elements of T is a countable discrete subset Z of X. Each subset G, will be of the form G, = F¡ u {z¡}, for some z¡ E Z. The points z, are chosen inductively so that
This is easily accomplished by considering any element V¡ of T meeting F" then choosing z, E Vln Z \ U/<< G-, which is possible since F, n Z is an infinite discrete set and Ui</ G, is compact. Then d(Fi, G¡) = d(z¡, F¡) < e for each i, and G,, ¥= G if i¥*j. If {G,} is not discrete, there exists a convergent subsequence G¡^fG E 2^. Then the sequence {z¡J must cluster at some point in G. But {z, } cZ is discrete. Thus {G,} is a discrete sequence. 4 . Proof of Theorem E-Part II. We now return to the general case in which each K¡ is a finite complex and % is an arbitrary open cover of 2X. A map g: 2™ A) -» 2* must be constructed such that/ and g are %-close and { g(A*)} is a discrete family in 2X. This means that g(K¡) and g(A".) have no common elements if /' ¥=j, and that every sequence {G,} in 2X, where each G, E g(K¡), is discrete.
For A E2X andp> 0, let W(/l; u) = {x E X: d(x, A) < p), and Ñ(A; p) = {F E 2X: d(A, F) < p}.
Step 1. There exists a map jn: 2*->(0, oo) such that, for each A E 2X, Ñ(A ; ju(^)) is contained in some element of %. (Take p(A) = \ sup{ p > 0: N(A; p)c U for some U E %}.) Thus fig: 2f° A,. -*2X will be %-close provided d(f(y), g(y)) < pf(y) for each y in 2*° A,,
Step 2. There exists a map 17: 2* -> (0, 00) such that if x E N(A; tj(A)), there exists an arc J in X connecting x and A, with diam/< juL4). Necessarily, t](A) < jju(/í). (Use the local arc-connectedness of A* and the compactness of elements of 2X. For A E 2X define rj(A) = sup{n > 0: there exists 0 < e <\p(A) such that if x E A*04; tj), there exists an arc J in X connecting x and /I, with diam J < e). Then tj: 2x -> (0, 00) is lower semicontinuous, and there exists a continuous function 17 such that 0 < i)(A) < tï(/1) for each A E 2X (see [5, p. 170] ).
Step 3. Subdivide each complex K¡ so that the given map/: 2*° A,-»2* satisfies the following conditions for each simplex o; (i) diam/(ff) <| infa 17/, where diam/(a) = sup{d(f(y), f(y')); y,y' E o}, o), (ii) sup, 71/ < 2 infa rtf, (iii) sup" pf<\ infa pf.
Step 4. For each n, let % he a locally finite (therefore countable) open cover of X with mesh \ < l/n. In each element of \ choose an infinite discrete subset of X. Then the union of such subsets over all the elements of "in is an infinite discrete subset Z (n) of X.
Step 5. We define g first at each vertex of the complex Kx. For a vertex v let nv be the smallest integer such that l/nv <\ f\f(v), and choose a point zv in
U {zv}.
Step 6. We now extend g over the 1-skeleton K¡X) of Kx. Let t be an edge of Kx, with endpoints v and w and midpoint r*. Since
there exists an arc Jv (possibly degenerate) in X connecting zv and/(T*), with diam/,, <¿pf(r*). Likewise, there exists an arc Jw connecting zw and/(r*), with diamJw<{-pf(r*).
Define g(r*) = fir*) u Jv U Jw. Then d(f(r*), g(-r*)) < hpfir*).
Let h; I-^2X be a path from /(t*) to g(r*) such that /i(0) =/(t*), ä(1) = g(T*), and/(r*) c A(/) C g(r*) for each t. Define g on the segment (1) . Similarly, r is extended inductively over the higherdimensional skeleta.) Now define g(y) = U {g(p)'P E r(y)}.
We claim that d(f(y), g(y)) < pf(y) for each y in A",. Let o be the carrier of v, and set Fy = (J {/(t*): t is an edge of o meeting r(y)}. Then d(f(y), g(y)) < d(f(y), Fy) + ¿(F,, g(^)) < \ inf" tj/ + j suPo u/ < ± inf. u/ + | inf0 pf < /i/( v).
Thus g: A", -> 2* is %-close to the restriction/: A", -» 2X, and for each y in A", with carrier o, g(y) contains the point zv in Z(nv) for at least one vertex v of a. Replacing g(y) by /( y) u g( v), we may assume also that /(y) c g(y) for each v. We claim that {g(A,)} is a discrete family in 2X. Suppose not. Then there exists a convergent sequence g( y ) -^ G E 2X, where y". E A"^ for each i. For convenience assume n¡ = i; thus g(y¡) -* G. Each g(y¡) contains a point z, of Z(nv), for some vertex v¡ of the carrier a, of y¡. Since every finite union UÍ=i Z(n) is a discrete subset of X, and since every subsequence of {z,} must cluster at some point of G, we must have nv -* oo. Since «" was specified to be the smallest integer for which l/nv < 4 17/(13,), it follows that r¡f(v¡) -> 0. Since /(y¡) c g(y¡) for each /', some subsequence {/(y,)} must converge to a subset F of G. Thus r¡f(y¡) -» tj(F) > 0. But then t,/(^) > inf^ Tj/ > ¿ sup^ tj/ > ¿ Ti/(y,.) -»i t,(F) > 0, hence r¡f(v,) -» 0, a contradiction.
